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President’s Message
Happy New Year! It’s going to be 
a great year. I can feel it. A new 
year brings new opportunity. Take 
advantage of this opportunity. 
Inspire and motivate more people 
to get in shape. Increase your 
business—get busy.  Step out of 
your comfort zone and challenge 
yourself. Learn something new, 
look in different places--think out 
of the box. 

At the NCCPT, we’re trying to 
do just that. We’ve been learning about social media. It 
is new for us. We like it. We can communicate, listen and 
learn from you. Check out or NCCPT Transform Me 
Challenge. It’s called the #NccptTransformMe contest. 
You and one of your clients can win $2500 in cash, plus 
additional prizes.

Here’s how it works:

• It’s FREE to enter.
• Enter as many clients as you want.
• The contest begins January 1st and ends on March 31st, 
2014

• Go to https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT and each 

week post a photo of your client with the hashtag:                
#NccptTransformMe. 

• Make sure the photo demonstrates the client’s physique. 
We want to be able to witness and judge the transforma-
tion.

• You must post photos of the client weekly, with a mini-
mum of six weeks to win. You can even do it from your 
phone. Text “like NCCPT” to 32665.

There you have it.  Use this as a marketing tool to recruit 
and motivate clients. If you win, you’ll receive $1250, 
your client receives $1250 and you both win additional 
prizes. Along the way, we will bring you special offers on 
our Facebook page to help your clients reach their fitness 
goals.

We have a new article entitled “Headstrong” by Erica 
Gratton helping you to keep your head in the game after 
an injury. You can now get .1 CEU’s by reading this article 
and taking the quiz online. Here is a $10 off coupon when 
purchasing the CEU. Go here to get the article: 

http://www.nccpt.com/data/newsletters/52a8e3aa8fc2e.pdf  
then use this coupon code for the discount: minus10

I look forward to seeing all your clients’ transformations 
on Facebook!

Stay fit,

John Platero

https://www.facebook.com/NCCPT
http://www.nccpt.com/data/newsletters/52a8e3aa8fc2e.pdf
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The games are in Guadalajara, Mexico. It’s a pretty big 
city—about 1.5 million people. Roads are pretty crazy. 
A lot of traffic where no one seems to follow the rules. 
Stop lights and stop signs don’t seem to apply to mo-
torcycles, street vendors everywhere and pedestrians 
don’t use the crosswalks; they just stand in the middle 
traffic until they see an opening. At an altitude of 5000 
ft, I could feel it was harder to breathe. When I woke 
up, I could feel I had to take three short quick breathes 
for every 10-12 respirations. Altitude doesn’t affect 

everyone, but unfortunately for me, it does.
The track racing is first. I’ve registered for the 2000 
meter pursuit, 500 meter, matched sprints, the scratch 
race and the points race. I’ve only met one other 
American, Santiago Yepez. Although he lives in Wash-
ington DC, he’s from Ecuador. He’s wearing the stars 
and stripes jersey, but he’s hanging with the Ecuador-
ians. 

2000 mEtEr PUrsUit

The velodrome in Guadalajara is gorgeous. It’s an in-
door 250 meter track with banks at 42.8 degrees made 
from Thailanese wood. There aren’t many velodromes 
like this in the world. The Pan American Games were 
held here in 2011. I’m not that experienced on a wood 
track. Wood tracks are much faster. A track bike has 
one fixed gear which means you have to choose cor-
rectly. Too small of a gear and you’ll just spin so quick, 
your legs will freeze up and you can’t go that fast. Too 
big of a gear and you have no jump. The straight-a-
ways on a 250 meter track are very short which makes 

masters Pan american Games
             Guadalajara, Mexico
In 2010, I competed in Havana, Cuba. I lost the gold medal in the 
Criterium by a blink of an eye to a Canadian. It was so close we 
had to wait for the photographs. The next two years I was hurt so 
it’s taken me three years to return. This time I’m ready. 



it very difficult to pass coming out of the corners.
I asked a lot of questions. Fabio, a Brazilian sprinter 
I had met in Torino, Italy suggested I pick a bigger 
gear than I had chosen. I went with a 52 x 15. That’s 
52 teeth on the front chain ring and 15 teeth in the 
back cog which equal 93.6 inches. That means the bike 
will travel 93.6 inches in one revolution of the tire. I 
started on the back side of the track while the other 
competitor started at the regular start/finish. In the big 
leagues, there are automatic holders that clamp on to 
the seat posts of both competitors. They electronically 
count down at the same time and release the riders. 
The track was so smooth. The big mistake most be-
ginners make is to go out too fast. That’s exactly what 
Gerardo Garfias did. For the first 1000 meters he was 
leading and then he started to die. By the penultimate 
lap, I could see him right in front of me. My girlfriend 
Stephanie and I had agreed on some hand signals to 
let me know who was in front. I’d been in front since 
lap 4; now I was about to catch him.  On the last lap I 
was about to lap him but slowed down and ended up 
with a 2:35 time.

500 mEtEr

This is a short explosive event. The start is extremely 
important. I could have chosen a smaller gear for a 
quicker start but I decided to stay with what I had. I 
had a great start. My lines in the corners were perfect. 
I did everything right, but….. I wasn’t fast enough. 
However, I was fast enough for the silver medal.

FlyinG 200

This is the qualifying event for the matched sprints. 
You basically have two laps to get up to speed and 
then they time you for 200 meters. A good time for 
the Olympics is 10 seconds. The world record is 9.572 
seconds. I did it in 12.4. I used a 51 x 14 or 98.36 
inches. I was very disappointed. I never was a good 
sprinter in any sport. I always had to use my head, 
coordination and knack for the sport. 
Once everyone qualified, they pair the fastest with the 
slowest, the next fastest with the next slowest, etc. It’s 
the best two out of three matched sprints. I had the 
third fastest time.
I lose the first one and the second one to Carlos 
Aponte, a monster from Puerto Rico.  He jumped me 
on the first one, but I made him work for the second 
race. Well, there went the top two medals. They save 

John hanging out with uruguayan team
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the finals for the day after tomorrow. I have a chance 
for the bronze.

sCratCh raCE

I don’t have much experience on the track racing so 
in the pack races I usually perform better when there 
are more people in the race. The scratch race is just a 
regular race. First one to finish on the last lap wins. 
Four guys got away. They caught me by surprise; 
however, none of them were in my category. They 
were younger. Nevertheless, it was time to bridge 
up to them. I’m about 20-30 meters from them and 
realize I’ve got the fastest guy in my category on my 
wheel. He’s from Argentina and his name is Jose Luis 
Massari. They call him Grigio (cricket) for short. He 
did an 11.6 flying 200 so he’s way faster than me in the 
sprint. He also won the gold in the 500 meters. I pull 
off so he can do some of the work and he does noth-
ing. Well, I’m not going to kill myself bringing him up 
to a four-man-break. There wouldn’t be enough guys 
to get in the way for the final sprint. I let up and the 
break eventually laps the rest of us in the pack. Basi-
cally, it’s down to the sprint. I’m in a great position. 
I’m about three back going down the back-straight. As 
we come around the corner and really start to gun it, 
some big Dane bumps me and my foot comes out of 
the pedal. With a fixed-gear going at 38 mph the pedal 
is spinning at about 130+ rpms. No way to get your 
foot back in. Now I’m flying on a banked corner in the 

middle of a bunch of racers with one foot out! I can’t 
hold the corner so I fly into the apron of the track. I 
can’t turn because I’m off balance which means I go 
straight back on the track! There’s other racers coming 
and now I’m just waiting for the impact……luckily 
no one hits me. I’m able to get my foot back in and get 
across for the silver medal! No way!

mEdal PrEsEntation

The next morning they do the medals for the two 
days. They call me for the pursuit and give me a 
silver medal?? What the …!!!? I’m confused. I al-
most lapped the guy and he knew it.  After the medal 
presentation I find the officials and make them look 
up the times. It was like a bad dream, like some un-
known force was trying to keep that championship 
jersey away from me. After researching their docu-
mentation they had reversed our times! I think the 
guy knew it because he had disappeared. There was 30 
minutes of stress until he finally returned. The head 
official went and spoke to him, showed him the proof 
and I got my gold medal and my championship jersey. 
No podium photos, or national anthem, but I got it!

matChEd sPrint Finals

It’s the best two wins out of three races. I’m racing 
against Ernesto Castillas from Mexico.  I draw the 
upper position which means you’re in the best posi-

Start of the road race
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tion. From the upper position you end up behind the 
other racer and you can keep your eye on him. I’m in 
a 50x14 which is a 96.43 inch gear.  He gets a jump on 
me and I can’t turn the gear fast enough. 
I know I’m faster than this guy. My flying 200 time 
was faster. I get the lower position this time. I’m going 
to just go from the gun. I have to hold three laps but 
I know I’m fitter than him. All I need is a gap and he 
won’t be able to close it because I’m faster. 5-4-3-2-1 
and I gun it. He clips out! False start! Great…..now he 
knows my plan.
We go again, this time I put on a slightly smaller gear; 
49x14 or a 94.5 inch gear. He makes a mistake and 
I force him in front. I attack from a steep bank and 
catch him off guard. He clips out again and he can’t 
catch me. Down to the tie breaker. Don’t ask me what 
happened because I don’t remember and don’t want 
to. All I know is he jumped me and I lost. I said good-
bye to the bronze.

Points raCE

My last chance for another medal on the track. Its 50 
laps with sprints every 10 laps for points. The racer 
with the most points wins. This is my kind of race. 
First sprint, the Argentinean beats me easily, but I get 
second. Lap 20 I win the sprint. Lap 30 I let everyone 
go and finish last. It’s part of my plan. Last race of 
the entire event and everyone is tired. Grigio hasn’t 
stopped racing and I had a day off yesterday. They 
slow after the sprint from all the way back I attack off 
the steepest part of the track. I figure I’ll give it three 
laps. If they come after me I’ll have six laps to rest 
for the final sprint. No one does. I give it everything 
I have and lap the pack! That’s worth 20 points! All I 

have to do is finish and I win the gold medal. I keep 
out of the melee of the final sprint and win.

timE trial 

My knee is pretty swollen and my ankle hurts. The 
lack of gears on a track bike forces you to move a big 
gear from the get go. I’m icing and taking Ibuprophen 
but, after five knee surgeries and getting hit by a car at 
35 mph, there’s not much I can do.
 It’s now time for the Road Racing. Some additional 
American racers have arrived; Jonathan Edwards, 
Louie Almelburu and Rachel Holzer. Nice to have 
some additional stars and stripes. My distance is sup-
posed to be a 17.5 time trial. At this level they weigh 
your bike and measure it before every race. On the 
track I had no problem. Not this time. My handlebars 
were not UCI legal and my seat was too far forward. 
I went back to the car and moved it back as far as I 
could. They measured it and it didn’t make it. I’m 
asking people for a saw to cut it off. An official hears 
me and shows me how I can move the seat to another 
position. I’m not mechanical……never have been. 
I’m musical. I’m back at the car trying to figure it out 
and after about 20 minutes I’m still lost. Luckily my 
girlfriend Stephanie comes back and helps me. We get 
it somewhat but something is still wrong. I need to go 
get some help. I find Airto (a Brazilian racer from the 
track) who figures it out in two seconds. He fixes my 
seat but now I have to put air in my tires. My automat-
ic inflator wasn’t working and I didn’t bring a pump. I 
finally get it and now I try to warm up. The course is 
on a main drag (four lanes) with two lanes full of huge 
trucks and tons of traffic on either side of the fairway 
for a total of eight lanes. It’s so loud and the pollution 

PointS race Podium
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is ubiquitous.  I’m getting a head ache. Something’s 
wrong with my rollers. They keep clicking. I hope it’s 
not my bike. I decide to take a little ride. It’s impos-
sible to ride the street with all the traffic so I ride the 
sidewalk. I go about four blocks and turn around. 
Stephanie is waving to me. “They’re calling you!” I 
can hear them. I grab my TT bike (remember I always 
bring two bikes; one to warm up on and one to race) 
and get in line. They’ve changed the distance. Instead 
of a little over 11 miles it’s now 7 miles. Uphill slightly 
before the turn-around. The road sucks. I’m bouncing 
all over the place. At eleven minutes I just die. My legs 
are shot. I can barely move. On my second lap, I’m 
laboring just coming back. I mistake the finish a little. 
I was unsure…I sprint across the finish and then no-
tice the guy about 100 meters away at the turn-around 
waiving me around. Shoot! I have to come back to the 
finish. I do my best and end up with a 17:15. Good 
enough for the gold medal! 

doPinG Control

Guess what, they pick me for doping control! Never 
done that before. Only problem is, I can’t go to the 
bathroom. They’ve done this before so they have 
tons of water to drink. I drink two bottles and try but 
nothing. Once you’re in the tent you can’t leave. I hang 
out while they test other athletes until finally I can 
go. What a system. You have to do everything exactly. 
You choose a sealed Styrofoam box with a number on 
it. You then empty the contents which are two sealed 
bottles for Sample A and Sample B.  First you pour a 
small dose of your urine into an analyzer to measure 
the density of your urine. In comparison to the oth-
er athletes I had just witnessed my urine was much 
lighter in color. I barely made the minimum density! 
Whew! Don’t know how I would’ve made my urine 
any denser. I might still be sitting there. You then open 
the bottles and pour the urine into each bottle up to a 
particular line. Then you cap the each bottle. You then 
have unwrap two sealed bags, unseal them and place 
one bottle into one bag, place it back in the Styrofoam 
box and then seal the bag. Repeat with the same bag 
and then seal the box. You then must sign a bunch of 
forms and you get a receipt with your numbered sam-
ple so you know which was yours. I’m not worried. All 
I’ve taken is vitamins, sleeping pills and Ibprophen. 
None of these are performance-enhancing. 

Start of the time trial 

i won the gold!
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CritEriUm

The left leg is pretty swollen. I need it for two more 
races. I wish I felt better. I’m pretty good at criteriums. 
The course has a lot of bumps, potholes, nasty cor-
ners and one huge tope (which is man-made bump 
to slow traffic).  The legs are fried, but I’ll give it my 
best. Immediately a younger racer from Argentina 
goes off. I jump on his wheel. Grigio (the Argentinean 
sprinter from the track) is in the race. If he’s with me 
in the sprint he’ll beat me. My only chance is to get 
in a break and not drag him to the finish line.  They 
catch us.  I’m vigilant at the front. Every time anyone 
attacks I’m on it. The pace isn’t too quick and I’m able 
to corner much faster than most of the racers. In the 
USA we ride a lot of criteriums in comparison to the 
rest of the world; consequently, I’m better at corner-
ing. Half way through the race, two riders crash in the 
corner in the corner. I have nowhere to go but into the 
guys bike on the ground. I’m able to ride over it and 
not fall. The race consists of two age groups: 50-54 
and 55-59. Another American racer, Louie is in the 
race and I can see he’s strong. Yesterday, he won the 
time trial convincingly so he’s being watched. I’m at 
the front and he asks me “Can you go?” I reply “Yep.” I 
wait until about 50 meters from the corner and attack. 

I get a gap. I nail it down the backside, jump over the 
tope, turn around and Louie is nowhere to be found. 
Instead I’ve got a tall Brazilian on my wheel. He seems 
willing to work so we go. Corner three it’s me and 
then he pulls through. As we go into the last corner, 
I hear a motorcycle coming up behind us. This guy is 
going to cut us off in the corner! I can’t believe it. He 
literally cuts under me and basically goes right at the 
Brazilian. I’m able to dive in under the motorcycle 
into the inside of the corner and don’t lose a bit of mo-
mentum. It’s a different story for the Brazilian. He has 
to veer drastically to his right and slow down to avoid 
getting hit. He loses my wheel and now I’m in a slight 
uphill with a head wind towards the finish line. I don’t 
have the strength to stay away and get caught again. 
The Argentinean stays away and on the last lap the 
rest of us are all together. I don’t want to get caught in 
the corners so I lead into the second corner, down the 
back straight, over the tope, into the third corner…..
it’s starting to pick up but so do I and I lead into the 
last corner and I hit it. I have a gap! But, guess who’s 
stuck on my wheel? Grigio! I’m not dragging this guy 
to the line so I let up and wait for the surging pack. 

gold medal in the critierium
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We sprint, but I have nothing. Grigio wins gold. I get 
sixth.

road raCE

After the Criterium, we’re all at lunch and no one 
knows where the road race was starting and what time 
we started. Luckily, I went to a bike shop to fix the 
bike case that was broken on the flight and the owner 
(Gregorio) knew where the start was. 
We arrived a little before 9am. I’m really fatigued. My 
whole left leg is swollen from the ankle all the way 
to my knee. I ride the course. It’s a little over 4 miles 
long. It has a lot of potholes. The road surface is not 
great until the final straight-away. There’s a little 6% 
kicker right before the straight-away which is most-
ly downhill until the finish. It’s breezy and we have 
a headwind the whole straight-away to the finish. I 
don’t even warm up. I figure we have to do 12 laps so 
it won’t be that fast from the start. We’re waiting and 
waiting….. We don’t start until after 11am. There is 
such a long delay, they cut the race in half to only six 
laps. I’m happy with that. My legs feel terrible. They 
hurt. In the first lap I do what I can to stay in the front 
and make it over the hill with the leaders. Second lap, 
miraculously, I start feeling a little better. It’s like my 
legs “opened up.” Third lap, I’m not with the lead-
ers but close enough to catch back on the downhill. 
Fourth lap……I’m cooked. I can barely get over the 
hill. I can’t catch back on and have to fight the head 
wind on my own. I see them make the first corner 
and watch my clock. They’ve got 30 seconds on me. 
“I will not give in.” I drag myself over the hill now I’m 
thinking about just pulling off and ending the misery. 
But….then I think, one more lap and at least I finish.  
I keep going. “I will not give in.” By the time I finish, 
the next race is just starting so I have to slow down 
and navigate the official’s cars just to cross the finish 
line. It’s over……
I’m so tired. My sweet Stephanie gets me some ice 
for my leg. I’m so wasted. Someone runs up and says 
“you got the bronze medal! They just called your 
name!” I make my way to the presentation area and 
sure enough they want me to go on the podium. I get 
a bronze medal, take the podium photos and I’m not 
believing it. As I come off the podium and Uruguayan 
racer that I had befriended approaches me and says 
“John, I beat you, that’s my medal. I finished in the 
front group.” Stephanie wavs right there and concurs. 

She shows me the photo of the finish and there he is. 
We go to the officials, but they’re busy and won’t talk 
to us, so I hang around…….and hang around……….
and hang around. My leg is killing me and I’m hungry 
so we walk over to the food tent to eat. On the way 
back I find the official who hands me a paper with the 
final results with a note telling me to give my medal to 
Jorge. I didn’t know if I would see him so I handed the 
bronze medal back to the official. I felt bad for Jorge. 
Last race and last chance for the podium shot. He 
deserved to be on it. Steph and I headed back to the 
hotel and after I showered I took a closer look at the 
results. Jorge didn’t win a bronze, he had won a silver! 
Luckily, his teammate came by the room and he went 
and copied the results to give to Jorge. Poor guy. He 
not only missed his podium shot, but they also gave 
him the wrong medal!

All in all it was a great trip. We were invited to a 
farewell dinner for the delegates at a wonderful restau-
rant called Santo Coyote. The ambiance and the food 
were incredible. We sat at a table with people from 
Uruguay, Ecuador, Mexico, Argentina and the USA. 
All of us eating, drinking, laughing and sharing tales 
from home and the past races.  Future invitations by 
everyone to everyone to come visit their country. This 
is the way the world should be. Sports and the Arts are 
the grand equalizers. It doesn’t matter what color you 
are, how much money you have, what you look like 
or what language you speak, sports makes everyone 
equal. However, everyone loves a winner. Three gold 
medals and two silver medals…. I was on the podium 
five times out of eight events.  I’m happy with that.

gold medal in the critierium



HEADSTRONG
How to keep your 
head in the game 
when an injury has 
you sidelined.

when that high is taken away for a week, two weeks, a 
month or more…it can be challenging to keep your head in 
the game. 

Let’s start by understanding why we feel the way we do:

Endorphins are chemically related to morphine*. Mor-
phine is extremely addicting as we all know. When you 
exercise for extended periods of time, during endurance 
sports, your pituitary gland releases substantial amounts of 
endorphins. They are released when you put your body un-
der stress. These endorphins create a state of athletic eupho-
ria. Athletic euphoria is a state in which an athlete “feels no 
pain” and surges through discomforts and possible injury.  
Endorphins act as analgesics. Analgesics create a lack of 
sensory perception to pain and an inability to react to pain 
while still being conscious; which basically means they 

Whether you are a runner, cyclist, or tri-athlete you share 
a passion for your sport with fellow athletes. So when an 
injury prevents you from your passion, it’s hard to stay 
headstrong.
As an athlete, you may not understand the chemistry of 
your endorphin high but you sure know how it feels. So 

by EriCa Gratton



Remember, your injury 
is not you. It is merely a 
part of your whole. 

diminish the perception of pain. Endorphins also act as 
sedatives. Sedatives tend to calm or tranquilize nervousness 
or excitement. Knowing how endorphins can chemically 
create that aforementioned euphoric feeling by allowing the 
body to mask, diminish, or simply push through pain and 
discomfort; you understand how this state can be a detri-
ment to the athlete. Endorphins are manufactured in your 
brain, spinal cord, and many other parts of your body and 
then released in response to brain chemicals called neu-
rotransmitters. The neuron receptors that endorphins bind 
to are the same ones that bind some pain medicines. Unlike 
morphine, the activation of these receptors by the body's 
endorphins does not lead to addiction or dependence; as 
with some pain medications. Recent studies have shown 
that the more physically fit an athlete is, the more recep-
tive he is to endorphins. As intensity and duration of an 
athlete’s sport increases, so does the release of endorphins. 
The downside is that increased exposure to endorphins 
makes an athlete more addicted to their sport and it allows 
an athlete to train harder because of their higher pain 
threshold and increased energy enabled by the endorphins. 
You may be thinking this is great, especially if you are an 
endurance athlete. Unfortunately, this state of athletic eu-
phoria can sometimes push athletes beyond their physical 
limits causing them injury. The good news is that regular 
exercise strengthens your heart, increases energy levels, 
lowers blood pressure, improves muscle tone and reduces 
body fat. The bad news is that all athletes will be injured 
at one point in their career; whether they are a weekend 
warriors or professionally paid. The common thread is that 

all sidelined athletes are susceptible to depression, anxiety, 
moodiness, irritability, weight-gain, insomnia and low 
self-esteem. So whether you’re missing your weekend long 
run or your 5x week track workouts, you need to know 
how to cope with your injury. The sooner you can get back 
in the game, the better off you’ll be; both physically and 
mentally.

How to cope with an injury:
Athletes react to injuries with a multitude of emotion – an-
ger, denial, frustration, sadness and sometimes depression. 
Here are a few psychological strategies to help any athlete 
keep their head strong and in the game. 

First, learn about your injury**. The more you know, the 
better you will feel. You will have less anxiety and feel a 
greater sense of control over your injury. Remember, your 
injury is not you. It is merely a part of your whole. Ask 
questions about the cause, treatment and prevention of 
your injury to your doctor, coach, or trainer. The internet 
provides a wealth of resources to educate you on common 
injuries. If you are not certain of your injury, seek medical 
attention. The longer you wait, the longer your rehabilita-
tion.

Next, set appropriate goals for yourself based on your 
doctor’s diagnosis. Keeping a positive attitude is going to 
be your biggest asset in your recovery; remember back to 
a race when you had to dig deep…find that courage and 
remember how it feels. Once you’ve set your goals, stay 



The sooner you can get back in the 
game, the better off you’ll be; both 
physically and mentally.

focused on getting better. Your goals are no longer about 
performance. Your goals should be about your recovery. 
Athletes tend to try and speed up recovery by doing too 
much too soon. Know your limits. Be patient and create 
a healthy guideline using a calendar. It helps to visualize 
goals. It also helps to be able to cross off days or milestones 
as your recovery progresses. 

Depending upon the type of injury you have, you may be 
able to modify your training. Many athletes have second-
ary sports they use on typical cross training days. Work 
with your doctor or trainer to create an exercise plan that 
will help maintain your cardiovascular conditioning and 
strength. Perhaps you can cycle, swim or study yoga or 
Pilates. A low impact sport may be an option.

Most importantly, maintain a positive attitude by staying 
connected. It is sometimes more comfortable to retreat 
when an injury has occurred. An athlete may no longer 
feel a part of his sport community, because he cannot train 
or compete. DO NOT isolate yourself. Go hang out at the 
track. Go volunteer your time at an aid station or SAG 
stop. Call your buddies to vent your frustrations. You may 
find comfort in knowing you don’t have to face your injury 

alone. Sign up at Runner’sWorld.com and receive daily in-
spirational quotes, read your favorite cycling blog or follow 
a favorite athlete’s tweets. Whatever you do, stay connected 
while remaining focused on your rehabilitation. Every 
athlete has been forced to take time off from their preferred 
sport. Armed with the right knowledge and attitude, your 
world does not need to be upside down. Your injury is not 
your identity. You have the power to create

Stay headstrong and keep your heart in the game…even 
when your body can’t be.

References:
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sion
http://sportsmedicine.about.com/od/sportspsychology/a/
Injury_Coping.htm
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A vision is usually written down, thought by the mind 
or better yet, witnessed with the human eye.  In rare 
cases, it can also be wrapped around your finger in 
the form of a ring, and little knowing that it would be 
prophesizing the rest of your life.  And this is the story 
of Jeff Pilet.

Ever since he was young, Jeff naturally gravitated to-
ward sports, specifically basketball, which both of his 
parents played well back in school.  At the age of 6, Jeff 
began playing youth basketball and later signed up for 
gymnastics and soccer.  His goal was not to make the 
team or become someone he wasn’t.  Instead, he loved 
the sport and longed for the competition, despite how 
much people and classmates teased him for being 
“skinny.”  

As Jeff transitioned into high school, his basketball 
moves were compared to that of Kobe Bryant, his 
past and current sports idol.  And basketball is all he 
focused on until he hit his senior year.  At that time, 
he said: “I wanted to work out and be stronger for 
basketball.”  

With no vision or goal toward becoming a personal 
trainer, Jeff asked that his senior year ring be engraved 
with a weight-training symbol.  It was meant to mo-
tivate him just to “workout” and “be strong.”  And for 
the first time in his life, weight-training became his 
ultimate passion.  He later took that passion straight 
to Southeastern University in Louisiana in the Fall of 
2008.  At the time, standing at 6ft tall, 145lb, Jeff was 
not happy with how his body looked.  Again, he want-

ed to be bigger and stronger, but he did it in reverse, 
oblivious to the consequences.

Jeff completely took out basketball from his regimen 
and began to eat just like any on-campus student 
would: high-calorie smoothies, burgers, fries and 
sometimes fast food.  He kept working out 4 times 
a week, but he wanted to gain weight.  And he did, 
but brought on the problems as well.  After reaching 
175lb, Jeff looked normal; however, his blood pressure 
and ankles were anything but.  After a routine check-
up to the doctor, Jeff knew that he had to stop, realiz-
ing how proper diet and working-out went hand-in-
hand.

After four months of bad dieting, the burgers and fries 
were dropped, and a brand-new life was to come for 
this young and soon-to-be personal trainer.  Jeff im-
mediately went back to basketball, continued to work 
out and never wanted to be personally trained.  He 
wanted to do everything by himself and understand 
his own body, the best way he could.

Shortly after being employed by Snap Fitness, Jeff 
began to give invaluable advice to Snap clients, even 
though he was not a personal trainer yet.  After a 
manager overheard a conversation Jeff was having 
with a client, he was referred to the NCCPT.  Within 
very little time, Jeff was ready for the next phase of 
his life.  In September 2011 he started training to be 
certified under the NCCPT and reached that goal 30 
days later.  

nCCPt Featured Personal trainer 
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Since the NCCPT certification, Jeff has personally 
trained people who range from 13 to 82 years old.  
And when asked about his favorite client success 
story, it unsurprisingly ties in with diet.  At the age of 
28, one of Jeff ’s clients weighed 356lb in March 2013. 
Under the guidance of a nutritionist and of course, the 
hands of Jeff himself, the constant and grueling work-
outs and nutritional obedience paid off.  Jeff ’s client is 
currently 265lb, and the challenge continues. 
When asked about how Jeff helped his client and is 
helping others, he says, “I keep it fun and interesting.”  
There is no special formula or workout-method that 
he uses.  Instead, it’s just the good-ole fashion push-
ups, pull-ups, lunges and squats, just to name a few.  
But when asked about his fitness philosophy, he does 
say, “There are NO excuses.”  

In the years to come, Jeff hopes to run his own gym at 
home, where he can continue training his clients and 
possibly pursue a graduate degree in health and fitness 
as well.  And it is due to that ambition and drive, that 
the entire NCCPT is proud to name Jeff Pilet, Personal 
Trainer of the Month.  For more information on Jeff 
Pilet, feel free to visit him at the Hammond, Louisiana 
Snap Fitness or at his Facebook link: https://www.
facebook.com/snaptrainer.jeffpilet
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